
STEWARD'S REPORT

Bendigo
Tuesday, 02 Jun 2020

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: R.Fazulla

Stewards: D.Conway, I.Taylor & M.Bayliss

Judges: T.Morrison

Lure Drivers: S.Courts

Starter: G.Bahen & M.Pell

Kennel Supervisor: D.Pell

Kennel Attendants: A.Blake, C.Blake, D.Briggs, J.Hooke & L.Barnes

Veterinarian: Dr V.Cole

Race 1
CHASERS FUNCTION CENTRE

11:37 am
425m

Tier 3 - Maiden

Due to Government Social Distancing Laws under COVID-19 and acting in accordance with GAR 51 (10),
the Stewards have directed that the boxing process in Victoria will revert to and continue under the 4-wave
model being 1 & 5 boxed first, followed by 3 & 7, followed by 2 & 6, followed by 4 & 8.  Handlers are
required to exit the area after boxing and maintain their 1.5m distance from other handlers and staff at all
times.

All persons (both Staff & Participants) attending today, undertook successful health screenings that in-turn,
permitted entry to the venue for exclusive race-day functions and operations.

Twilight Psycho was very slow to begin (4 lengths). Hotline Sally checked off Our Boy Benny approaching
the first turn. Our Boy Benny eased approaching the first turn and marred Widdershins. Our Boy Benny and
Twilight Psycho collided on the first turn checking Our Boy Benny. Widdershins and Twilight Psycho
collided approaching the home turn. Our Boy Benny checked off Twilight Psycho on the home turn. Our Boy
Benny and Hotline Sally collided several times from the home straight to approaching the winning post.
Twilight Psycho checked off Widdershins approaching the winning post.

Our Boy Benny underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a laceration behind
the right front dew claw. A 10 day stand down period was imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mr Scott Manning, the Trainer of Our Boy Benny regarding the greyhounds racing
manners approaching the first turn.  Acting under the provisions of GAR 69(1) Our Boy Benny was charged
with marring. Mr Manning pleaded guilty to the charge, Our Boy Benny is suspended for 28 days at
Bendigo and must perform a Satisfactory Trial (all tracks), pursuant to GAR 69(2)(a) before any future
nomination will be accepted.

A post-race sample was taken from Hotline Sally - the winner of the event.

Race 2
TAB.COM.AU (0-1 WIN)

11:54 am
425m

Tier 3 - Restricted Win

Jerry Buzzard was quick to begin. Husky Freckle and Offaly Blonde were slow to begin. American Star and
Two Chips collided approaching the first turn. Jerry Buzzard and Read Alot collided several times from the
first turn to entering the home straight checking Jerry Buzzard, Read Alot and American Star. Two Chips
raced wide entering the home straight. Jerry Buzzard marred Read Alot in the home straight.

Jerry Buzzard underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

Stewards spoke to Ms Shelly-Ann Warde, the Representative of Jerry Buzzard regarding the greyhounds
racing manners in the home straight.  Acting under the provisions of GAR 69(1) Jerry Buzzard was charged
with marring. Ms Warde pleaded guilty to the charge, Jerry Buzzard is suspended for 28 days at Bendigo
and must perform a Satisfactory Trial (all tracks), pursuant to GAR 69(2)(a) before any future nomination
will be accepted.

Race 3
SOUTHERN CROSS AUSTEREO

12:10 pm
500m

Tier 3 - Maiden

A pre-race sample was taken from Redzin.

Redzin was quick to begin. Alita and Devon Shadow were slow to begin. What Feeling was very slow to
begin (3 lengths). Mick's Bella and Aston Anita collided soon after the start. Mick's Bella, Aston Anita and
Leo's My Champ collided on the first turn. Aston Anita and Devon Shadow collided in the back straight.
Devon Shadow checked off Aston Anita approaching the second turn. 

Race 4
AG TYRES & WHEELS

12:34 pm
425m

Grade 5 T3

Zipping Oliver, New Fire Girl, Magic Lantern and Blue Addition collided approaching the first turn checking
Zipping Oliver and Blue Addition, Zipping Oliver contacted the running rail as a result. Magic Lantern,
Micky Rads and Ice Skates collided on the first turn checking Micky Rads. Zipping Oliver checked off Blue
Addition on the first turn. Magic Lantern galloped on Micky Rads approaching the home turn checking
Magic Lantern, Zipping Oliver and Micky Rads, causing Micky Rads to stumble. Zipping Oliver raced wide
entering the home straight. Blue Addition raced wide in the home straight.

Zipping Oliver underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have an injury to both
monkey muscles. A 10 day stand down period was imposed. 

A post-race sample was taken from Ice Skates - the winner of the event.



Race 5
PETER BROWN CUSTOM HOMES

12:54 pm
425m

Grade 5 T3

Kraken Roger and Red Taltarni were quick to begin. Midnight Bling and Work Zone collided on the home
turn. Bring The Spring and Midnight Bling collided entering the home straight checking both greyhounds.

Red Taltarni underwent a post-race veterinary examination as requested by the Trainer. Red Taltarni was
found to have a minor torn left fore stopper pad. A 3 day stand down period was imposed. 

A post-race sample was taken from Crackerjack Tys - the winner of the event.

Race 6
GRAYS BENDIGO

1:11 pm
425m

Grade 5 T3

Pursuant to GAR 104 (6) Lure Driver Mr S.Courts did not act in any official capacity that may have in any
way, affected the outcome of this event. 

Valletta Mist – Late scratching at 4:08pm when Mr John Nicholls reported the greyhound to have a fibula
injury (GAR 23). A 10 day stand down period was imposed. Stewards will require a veterinary certificate
before any future nomination will be accepted. 

Winlock Dyno was quick to begin. Awesome Asset was slow to begin. Lektra Rainbow checked off Winlock
Dyno approaching the first turn. Princess America and Winlock Dyno collided approaching the first turn
causing Princess America to fall.

Princess America underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have bruising to the
right shoulder and a few minor abrasions to the right foreleg. A 5 day stand down period was imposed. 

A post-race sample was taken from Pure Cool Titan - the winner of the event.

Race 7
HIT 91.9 BENDIGO

1:34 pm
425m

Grade 5 T3

Bush Bro and Elegant Malt collided soon after the start, checking Elegant Malt. Cullquin Elijah and Zero To
Hero collided approaching the home turn, checking Cullquin Elijah. Elegant Malt and Cullquin Elijah
collided entering the home straight. Zero To Hero and Bush Bro collided in the home straight. 

A post-race sample was taken from Zero To Hero - the winner of the event.

Race 8
NINE BENDIGO (1-3 WIN)

1:54 pm
500m

Tier 3 - Restricted Win

Ben Doon, Waltz On Bye and Teardrop were slow to begin.

Tiggerlong Rebel, Al's Vixen and Aston Sofia collided soon after the start. Guilty As crossed to the rail on
the first turn. Ben Doon checked off Al's Vixen on the first turn checking Waltz On Bye, Teardrop and Al's
Vixen. Waltz On Bye checked off Teardrop approaching the home turn checking Al's Vixen. Tiggerlong
Rebel and Guilty As collided several times in the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Guilty As - the winner of the event.

Race 9
MANNINGS GREYHOUND COMPLEX

2:11 pm
425m

Tier 3 - Grade 7

Aerolithology was quick to begin. Casanova Man and Montanaro collided on the first turn. Casanova Man
checked off Montanaro approaching the home turn. Teaks Streak checked off Aerolithology approaching
the home turn.

Race 10
JARROD LARKIN CONCRETING

2:35 pm
425m

Tier 3 - Grade 6

Pursuant to GAR 104 (6) Lure Driver Mr S. Courts did not act in any official capacity that may have in any
way, affected the outcome of this event. 

A pre-race sample was taken from Kenita.

Kenita and Maximum Sarah were quick to begin. Daisy Hill Lad was slow to begin. Maximum Jodie and
Maximum Sarah collided approaching the first turn. Maximum Jodie checked off Brindle Delight entering
the home straight. Kenita raced wide in the home straight. 

Race 11
SUPAYOU LIVE VIDEO STREAMING

2:57 pm
425m

Grade 5 T3

A pre-race sample was taken from Ivalise Allen.

All Bling was slow to begin.

Hagrid Grange checked off Sweet Potato approaching the first turn. Tashendo and Sweet Potato collided
on the first turn checking both greyhounds. Ivalise Allen and Hagrid Grange collided on the first turn
checking Hagrid Grange. Hagrid Grange and Hello Cobber raced wide in the home straight.

Meeting Comments:

Stewards opened and adjourned a inquiry in regards to trainer Mr Peter Dunlevey. 




